Discover potential for the successes of tomorrow
Nuremberg 16–18.10.2018
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS – GLOBAL POTENTIAL

Chillventa brings together experts from around the world, creating a network in which expertise and technology allow new opportunities to flourish. Learn all about the solutions offered by the top players to meet the challenges of the international refrigeration, air-conditioning, ventilation and heat pump industry. Look forward to the key innovations and valuable expertise of the around 1,000 international exhibitors. And make contact with experts who can really help you progress.

Discover potential for the successes of tomorrow – at Chillventa!
The Chillventa Award is an accolade that acknowledges expert teams of system engineers, planners and operators. Discover exceptional projects featuring impressive levels of functionality, energy consumption and technical innovation. Get valuable inspiration straight from the experts at the award ceremony on 16.10.2018 at the specialist forum in Hall 7A.

Look forward to our very special guest. For years Miss Chillventa has been the popular and friendly face of the exhibition – and this year she will be there to greet you in person! Take your souvenir photo and enjoy yourself at other live events.

MEET & GREET – MISS CHILLVENTA AWAITS YOU!

MON, 15.10.2018
09:00 Registration
10:00 Heat Pumping Technologies for Commercial and Industrial Applications Part I
11:00 Break
11:30 Keynote
12:30 Keynote
13:00 Break
14:00 ASERCOM + EPE Symposium
15:00 Break
16:00 Get-together

TUE, 16.10.2018
10:00 HALL 9: Application & Education & Regulation
11:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
12:00 Break
13:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
14:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
15:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
16:00 Break
17:00 Summary

WED, 17.10.2018
10:00 HALL 4A: A/C & Heat Pumps & Components
11:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
12:00 Break
13:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
14:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
15:00 HALL 9: Refrigeration
16:00 Break
17:00 Get-together

THU, 18.10.2018
10:00 HALL 7A: Refrigeration
11:00 HALL 7A: Refrigeration
12:00 Break
13:00 HALL 7A: Refrigeration
14:00 HALL 7A: Refrigeration
15:00 HALL 7A: Refrigeration
16:00 Break
17:00 Get-together

To see the detailed programming go to: CHILLVENTA.DE/POTENTIAL
NEW INSPIRATION FOR REFRIGERATION EXPERTS

The world’s leading international exhibition for refrigeration technology offers a unique opportunity to make new business contacts and gain insights into the issues that matter for the future. It’s where you will find valuable inspiration about the interaction between industry, plant engineering, applications and research from the global players and experts.

IDEAS FOR WORLDWIDE GROWTH

Sustainable air-conditioning systems for people and processes are in demand worldwide. Learn at first hand, by talking to international exhibitors, how you can best tap into this growth potential with innovative combinations of air-conditioning and ventilation.

SOLUTIONS TO THE ISSUES OF THE FUTURE

Heat pumps for commercial, industrial and municipal use are the technology with which you can exploit the full potential of the transition to renewable energies. You can learn directly from the major international players from your industry how to position yourself accordingly.

All the information you need is just a click away: CHILLVENTA.DE/POTENTIAL

Includes all exhibitors and products at Chillventa.
VENUE AND DATE
Exhibition Centre Nuremberg
Tue – Thu, 16 – 18.10.2018

OPENING TIMES
Daily  09:00 to 18:00

TICKET COUNTER
1-day ticket  EUR 27
3-day ticket  EUR 38

All prices include VAT at the statutory rate.

CHILLVENTA WORLDWIDE
Contact our international agencies:
chillventa.de/representatives

VISITOR SERVICE
T +49 911 8606 - 4906
F +49 911 8606 - 4907
visitorservice@nuernbergmesse.de

ORGANIZER
NürnbergMesse GmbH
Messezentrum
90471 Nürnberg, Germany

GETTING THERE
Travel to Nuremberg comfortably and cheaply with the ICE from just EUR 99:
chillventa.de/potential

IDEAL COMBINATION
CHILLVENTA CONGRESS TICKET  EUR 215
“ASERCOM + EPEE SYMPOSIUM” TICKET  EUR 175

Each ticket includes participation in the Chillventa CONGRESS or the ASERCOM + EPEE Symposium, lunch and evening get-together and a three-day ticket for Chillventa 2018.

This brochure can be downloaded in various languages from chillventa.de

TICKETS? ONLINE!
Get your tickets quickly and easily from the online ticket shop.
Order your ticket or redeem your ticket voucher to skip the queues.
chillventa.de/potential